Survey Plat of the Lands of
Situated in VWM 887
Wilson Township, Clinton County, Ohio

90.286 Acres

Monument Legend:
- Iron Pipe (60) 60 mm per plan
- Survey Stake (20) Yellow plastic cap stamped "MONUMENT"
- Iron Pipe (60) OD 50 mm per plan
- Stake (10) Yellow
- Railroad Stake (10)
- Roadside Stake (10)
- Concrete Monument (3)
- FS or Hwy Haul (50)
- Qt or Hwy (200)
- N.D. Stake

NOTE: Bearings used are based on NAD 83
Hilly State Plane Coordinates (South Zone)

The combined scale factor is 0.9999999999
To obtain ground distances divide the grid distance by this combined scale factor.

Copy of original survey records in good condition unless otherwise noted.

Survey & Boundary Records we relied on drawing are source data for this survey.
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